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VIKING MISSISSIPPI 

i
t is perhaps cruising’s worst-kept secret. For
half a decade now, rumours have abounded
that river and ocean cruise pioneer Viking had
set its sights stateside, with intentions to
introduce river cruise service on the mighty

Mississippi river. 
Almost as soon as the 23-year old company

introduced its revolutionary Viking Longship river
cruise vessels on the waterways of Europe in spring
2012, speculation began to take hold that Viking
would one day bring its unique brand of inclusive
cruising to the United States. 

Such speculation wasn’t entirely unfounded. As
the line began to conquer Europe's waterways and
attract legions of passengers from North America
and beyond, the idea of tapping into a passenger
base that was reluctant to take long transatlantic
flights was a natural plan of expansion. 

There were a few hitches, however. US
regulations require ships operating between two
American ports of call without the possibility of
stopping at a “distant foreign port” to be American-
flagged. That necessitates hiring a primarily
American crew – and building new vessels at an
American shipyard. Rostock-based Neptun Werft,
which has overseen the construction of the line’s
Longships, would be unable to build vessels for
American waterways.

Viking eventually found a shipyard partner in
Edison Chouest Offshore in Louisiana, signing a
contract for a 450-foot-long vessel capable of
carrying 386 guests that is set to debut in summer
2022.

The reveal
Viking had initially planned to reveal Viking

Mississippi at an April event in New Orleans. It had to
cancel those plans due to the ongoing Covid-19
coronavirus pandemic that began sweeping the
world in early 2020. Instead, Viking opted to reveal its
newest cruising destination virtually, in late March,
complete with renderings, a nearly finished print
brochure, and other relevant materials.

“At a time when many of us are at home, looking
for inspiration to travel in the future, I am pleased to
introduce a new, modern way to explore this great
river,” said Viking chairman Torstein Hagen at the
Viking Mississippi’s reveal. “We invented the concept
of modern river cruising when we got our start twenty-
three years ago – first on the rivers of Russia and
then in Europe. Since then, many people have come
to appreciate the unique exploration that comes with
river cruising – but currently there are very few
options to do so on American rivers.”

Much as the line had done when it decided to
develop its oceangoing cruise programme with Viking
Star, Viking had been polling its guests for years and
discovered that the Mississippi was the river they
most wanted to explore with the cruise line. Viking
has historically pulled from a predominantly American
passenger base, so this is not so surprising. But as
the world grapples with the Covid-19 pandemic that
continues to impact travel worldwide, the offer of a
close-to-home option on the Mississippi in lieu of
long flights for North Americans to Europe or Asia
could very well help Viking to secure additional
stability in what may become a large-scale recession

The cruise line’s highly anticipated US venture

could ready Viking for the challenging times ahead

Viking prepares

to conquer the mississippi

“Many people
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comes with river
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currently there
are very few
options to do 
so on American
rivers.” 
Torstein Hagen,
Viking chairman.
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for the global travel industry.  
When it enters service in August 2022, Viking Mississippi will offer

a set of itineraries on the upper and lower Mississippi running 8–15
days in length. Guests will be able to travel from St Louis to St Paul,
New Orleans to Memphis, New Orleans roundtrip, or the classic full
run between New Orleans and St Paul, Minnesota. 

Changes on the Mississippi 
Rather than go with an exact replica of Viking's successful Viking

Longships for America’s most famous waterway, the 386-passenger
Viking Mississippi represents an all-new design for the fast-growing
cruise line. 

Design dimensions call for a vessel 450 feet in length with a
beam of 75 feet. Early renderings and deck plans show some
similarities in design and build with modern river cruise vessels that
ply China's Yangtze river. 

Viking has also eschewed the stereotypical paddlewheeler
design employed by the majority of American operators currently
sailing the Mississippi, in favour of a more modern newbuild. 

Spanning five decks in height, the increased size of Viking
Mississippi over Viking’s European Longship counterparts will allow
the line to design something of a hybrid vessel: one that combines
the best and most popular features of the line's river and oceangoing
vessels in a single ship. 

To that end, Viking Mississippi will offer 193 all-outside cabins
that feature either French or full step-out balconies. Seven categories
of passenger accommodation will be available, and will range in size
from 268 to 1,024 square feet. 

Drawn from Viking’s oceangoing ships will be the two-storey
Explorers’ Lounge, which first debuted in 2015 aboard Viking Star.
The iteration on Viking Mississippi will be tweaked somewhat,
positioned lower down on the ship’s superstructure and opening to a
forward observation deck known as The Bow, an expanded callback

to the open bow areas found aboard the line’s Longships. 
In that vein, Viking Mississippi will also offer Viking’s trademark

Aquavit Terrace, along with a new casual dining venue known as The
River Café, which will provide indoor and outdoor dining options
focusing on American cuisine. Mamsen’s, another Viking ocean
innovation, makes its way to Viking Mississippi bringing recipes
culled from the Hagen family kitchen. 

Viking states Viking Mississippi was designed to afford the most
al fresco dining options on the Mississippi. Also part of the Viking
Mississippi design is a full promenade deck, a sun terrace, and a
glass-walled infinity pool similar to those found at the stern of
Viking’s oceangoing fleet. 

Viking’s river cruise ships are operated primarily out of the
company’s office in Basel, Switzerland, but an article in Workboat on
1 April noted that the management and operational structure of
Viking's new Mississippi venture would differ slightly.

“Chouest would build and own the vessels and charter them to
Viking,” the article said. “The cruise line earlier said that the vessels,
costing $90 million to $100 million each, would be built at U.S. yards,
crewed by U.S. citizens, owned by an investment management firm,
and time-chartered to Viking ‘in full compliance with maritime laws.’”

Covid-19 effects and competition on the river 
The real wild card here is the potential effect of the Covid-19

pandemic on Viking's ability to construct Viking Mississippi and have
it enter service on time. However, in this too, Viking may have an
advantage by constructing the newbuild at an American yard that
doesn't already have a backlog of passenger cruise ships on order. 

The knock-on effects of the pandemic and the crammed
orderbook at European shipyards like Fincantieri and Meyer Werft
have resulted in delays for newbuild vessels as work stoppages,
product shortages, and regulatory issues complicate the
shipbuilding process.

Viking Mississippi,
St Louis.

Viking Mississippi, 
Explorer Suite living room.

Viking Mississippi, 
Deluxe veranda during sunsetPh
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Also affecting consumer confidence, though
primarily in the US, has been the growing issue over
flags of convenience. During the early days of the
pandemic, as ocean lines looked to safely disembark
passengers stranded at sea across a variety of
brands and ships, American media made much of
the broader industry's taxation situation in the US
and the industry’s reliance on foreign flagging, often
using that as an excuse for turning vessels away
from port. 

While these media reports largely fail to take into
account the multitude of issues in flagging a vessel
in the US, Viking’s new Mississippi venture should be
immune to these sorts of discussions, as the vessel
will be required to be registered and flagged in the
US and crewed by American workers. 

What remains to be seen is how the region’s two
largest players will respond to the new Viking threat.
Both American Queen Steamboat Company and
American Cruise Lines have been embarking on fleet
renewals and upgrades over the past few years,
presumably in preparation for this eventuality.

While American Queen has focused largely on
newbuilds that recall the romanticised Mark Twain
era of steamboat travel, American Cruise Lines has
constructed a series of modern-looking newbuilds
that forgo the traditional paddlewheeler design for
something closer in appearance to a modern coastal
vessel like brand offshoot Pearl Seas Cruises' Pearl
Mist. 

Viking will go head to head with these American
cruising stalwarts, but the growing importance of

domestic river cruising for American travellers could
very well mean that there are more than enough
passengers to go around. And with Viking’s
worldwide brand recognition and marketing muscle,
the region could take off like never before.

The Viking future
The announcement of Viking’s new Mississippi

river product comes on the heels of its plans to enter
the purpose-built expedition cruise market in a
meaningful way. 

In January, Viking revealed its new Viking
Expeditions brand, along with two purpose-built
polar expedition ships, Viking Octantis and Viking
Polaris. Both vessels will carry 378 passengers yet
will retain similar dimensions to Viking’s oceangoing
fleet. Debuting in January and August 2022, these
vessels will sail to Antarctica, the Far Arctic, and
North America’s Great Lakes region. 

That puts 2022 on the books as being a year of
great significance for Viking, marking the introduction
of both its dedicated expedition fleet and its new river
product along the Mississippi river. The line’s current
fleet includes 79 river and ocean vessels around the
world. 

While much uncertainty remains in the cruise and
broader travel industry as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic, Viking’s diverse new offerings should
prepare the company well for the challenges of the
decade ahead – a decade in which more and more
consumers will likely be leaning towards smaller
ships and adventures closer to home. g
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Viking Mississippi, 
Explorers Lounge.
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